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2

Source:GC-8-12125
Tala: ttntal

Artist: Mauzuddin Khan
Raga: Dhanr
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Accordingly, in Mauzuddin Khan's recording, the first line of the sthayiis never sung
in isolation, but rather always in conjunction with the second line.
In most cases, however, the first line of the sthay is a'self-sufficient, "closed"
melody which, although temporarily assuming the character of an antecedent when
followid by the madhla,canbe repeated,sinceits conclusionleads smoothly to its own
commencemenr, as well as to the commencements of the madhla and the antara.
to
Originality and uniquenessin thumrt composition, although appreciated'_1t-..by
*.u6 essential. In thumri, as in many other traditional art forms, a bandishis not
necessarilyconsideredinferior if it is based on or is nearly identical to a conventional
and long-1a-i1iur model. We have seen how thumri texts are often highly
stereotypical; thumrr melodies (as well as 6hola kha2Als)are often even more
formulaeic, sometimes to the point of being interchangeable.
The best example of this use of standard melodies is the following three-line sthay
melody in rdga Kafi, which serves as the basis for dozens of bandishlhumris which
di{fer from one another only in text, or minor melodic details. Lallan Piya set at least
fourteen texts to variants of this tune.'
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I Cf., e.g.,Bajpayee(1977),no.'s96,98, 100,l0l, 103,105-6,108-8, lll-5; no''s97,99, and 102
alsoresemblesthe standardbolban6omukhia
differ only in the placementof the sam.The commencement
pattern; see below, p. 218.
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Text declamation in bandish thumrr compositions is primarily syllabic,
may extend up to
occasional short, two-matrdmelismas. Less frequently, melismas
Such melismas
above.
97
page
four matrds,as in the sthaf of the Khamaj bandish on
occur only on long vowels.
to the bandish
Smooth and harmonious setting of the text to melody is essential
rendering of
thumri; it is also considerably iacilitated by the traditional, even
shwa
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"inherent"
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syllables in Hindi verse in song, whereby the
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of
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syllables
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length, regardlessof the Lriginal meter of the verse.Examination of songs
matras'
inherent vowels are usuaily placed on unaccented (i.e., even-numbercd)
to
tend
melodies
certain
to
texts
Again, formulae for appropiiaie manners of setting
begins
always
almost
evolve. The Knfi sthi2i grie" on page 99 above, for example,
twelve of Lallan
with a repetition of i tio-tyllable word; note the opening texts to
Piya's seitings of this tune:r
S, {i'

(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(S)
(9)
(0
(11)
(12)

Ja'ne
De-kho
De-kho
La-go
Sa-jo
Ha-[o
Choro
Ghitjeh
Kaisi
Kaisi
A- .yi
Ghirc

Sa Re

Re Gab

Ma Pa Ma Pa

ja-ne

d'e mu-hih
a'li -'
sa-khi
sa-khi

man-di-r 6hail
Ya-mu-natir

de-kho
de-kho
la-go
sa-jo
ha-to
ihoro
gu;xie;x

sa-mu'
6horo
mo-ri

kaisi
kaisi

sa-khi
sa-khi
ka-ruit

o- li
ghtre

sa-khi
ghana

Ra-mjat
ri-tu ba-saht
h Braj raj
da- ga-r Kanha
bai- 2an S2am
bhaiuta-n bhaunfi
6ania-lnain
a-yo ba-saht
ba-ra-sabairi
ga-ga-na kare

6haild" set to
Ttre same rhetorical device is also used in the thumri "6hanQo6han(o
this melody and notated in Bhatkhande (1970: v' II, 326)'
by accenting the
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example), or (3) less often, by following a rest'
the sthaf
bandishphumris,ihe iocation of th. sam, andhence the relation of
tr
the
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-*rry
tila, is ingeniously concealed, so that when the singer
to the
are thoroughly
cornposition, the audienc", urrd very often, the labli2a (1abla-player)
the singer's
or
through
composition,
in
the
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disoriented and confused;when later
259,respectively'
I Bajpayee
(1977),
pp.223,225,227,23g,241,2+5,247,251,253,255,257,and
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confusion particularly
cleverness-of the bandish, and they may find the Inblila's
celebrated for this sort
was
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of composition.
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1977:
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tion).
thumri melody' set
A typical trick of Lallan Piya's was to take a well-known bandish
beat' The new tala
a new text to it, and then set the samon an odd and unexpected
had a musical logic
arrangernent, aside from being superlicially novel and ingenious'
the rhythmically
altering
by
of its own and woulJ present"the'bandishina fresh light
on page
stha\tmukhqa_gjven
,.".",.a notes,l Thus, in one setting of the familiar Kafi
that the samfzlls where beat
99 above, Lallan deviously shifts thJtala eight matras,so
nine (khalt) would be expected (Bajpayee 1977: 225)'- . .
the different possible
In such a lhumn, Lallan Piya may-be said to be exploiting
metric settings inherent in certain melndies'
sort of deviousnessis the
Among the"simplest and yet most artful examplesof this
well-known thumri of Sanad PiYa:
Exarrrple 3
Artist: Sunil Bose
Raga: Zilla', or Mi6ri

Khamaj

Source: private taPe
Tala: fintal
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Here, the deception is achieved primarily by placing
matrds',rather than on
(a). . . man (4)-bas (a)" on u"."rrt.d, odd'-rr,r*tered
without.tablaaccompaniunaccentedbeats, as is;ustomary. Hearing the composition
ihat the sam falls on the syllable
,,,.rrr, one could easily, but mistakenly, include
perceive the intended
;L;,
which actually falls on beat fourteen;yet when one does
despite the odd
melody,
the
of
ingenuity
rhythm, one appreciates the novelty and
textual setting'
( 196&
r In such arrangements , tlte sammay ll on a weak note in the raga; thus Kaufman's statement
26) t hat only s t r ong, , o. ", " . . s t r e s s e d i n t h e s a m m e r i t s s o m e q u a l i f i c a t i o n .
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PerformanceSt2le
,'Bandish
pieces which
[humrr," as we have seen, is the term used to describe those
nineteenth
by
ragas
light-classical
in
predominantly
performed
were composed and
eccompany
to
composed
originally
while
century Lucknow musicians. Such pieces,
dance, soon came to be appreciated, and eventually composed, as independent
musical works. Although as compositions, bandisfrthumns differ little, as we have
seen, from thota khalals; their performance style was so distinct from that of 6hota
kha4al as to u.q.rit. a discrite designation as the "Lucknow ang" (style) of
phumr-i-singing(cf., e.g., Devi t9i5). Unfortunately, while hundreds of nineteenth
century compositions are preserved in anthologies, the Lucknow style of thumn
singing is viriually extinct. Mo..orr.., recordings do not predate 1902' by which time
thi bot band.othumri had not only begun to eclipse the bandishthumri in popularity,
but also to influence strongly the stlle of the contemporary bandishfhumrl. Thus, the
present style of singing bandishghumrr, as well as that of 1902, is neither necessarily
identical to nor representative of the original Lucknow style'
While these factors inhibit precise stylistic analysis of the Lucknow airy, we can
neverthelessattempt to reconsiruct the essentialgeneral featuresof the style with the
help of written descriptions and early recordings.
Firrt, u, the name "bandishghumri" itself suggests,the composition was of greater
import than in 6holakhayalor the bol banaothumri. ln ihotakhayl, the composition is
primarily used for occaiiottal punctuation of improvisatory sections,which comprise
ih. bnlk'of the performance; but in the bandishthumri, the composition may not only
be longer, but may be repeated so often that it' rather than improvisation, may
constitute the import of the piece. This impression is heightened by the fact that
performances of bandisftthumrrs tend to be shorter than those of ihola khaylsRepetition of the bandishwas particularly characteristic of thumris used for dance
accompaniment. In Mauzuddin Khan's recording of raga Dhani (ex. 2 on page 99
abovei the artist merely sings the bandishover and over again, in ever quickening
tempo, without any improvisation. Modern singers like Girja Devi also stress the
compositions more thin improvisatory passagesin their renderings of bandish
thumris. Accordingly, as we have seen, bandishlhumn texts are usually of greater
poetic interest and quality than texts of 6ho{akhayk.
Lucknow-style improvisation also tends to stress the text in the sensethat such
improvisation usually takes the lbrm of Dolbaht,or bol banaorather than of a-kar (sung
to ih. syllable "a") passagesused in 6hotakhayl. Thus, bandishthumris are often
referred to as "bol Danlthumris."'t "Bdixt" means "division,t' and "bol bait1" denotes
the processof improvising passageswith a phrase of the text, whether through bol+an
(lazi using words from the text), or more characteristically, syncopated rhythmic
segments.ltewart (1964:363) writes, "As associatedwith kathak,an accompanying
I Mee, ( I 980: 45n) incorrectly equates bolbant with bol bando;Stewart ( I 964: 364) regards the bandish
this
thumri as a sub-class of the bolbdhi thumn, distinguished by its long text. I have not encountered
distinction elsewhere.
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way that the rhythmic and
singer would vary several stanzas of the lhumri in such a
interpretive skills'" Bal
melodic contour would test both the dancer's technical and
undoubtedly came
baht isan important element of dhrupad,and its Presencein- thumri
portion of dhrupadtend to
from that g*r.. Both the bandishglumri and the metered
basis' and hence both
as.a
using the text
xro, 6y|an (rfr'tt-ic
-anipulation), (iabia-pradhana)(Bajpavee 1977: unpaging.rrr., ire described as word-dominated
ated introduction).
where Pyare Saheb
An example of simple bolbaht la\akan is the passagebelow,
to the mukh1aof the
text
(singing entirely in falsetto, u, *urlhi, custom) renders the
with a di{ferent,
kn"*a: composition on page 97 above, in a triplet syncopation,
improvised melody:
Exaupr.n 4
Source: (disc)
Tala: f:tntal

Artist: Pyare Saheb
ftdga: Khamaj
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where the singer repeatedly
Bol bahtmay also consist of a "duel" with the Inbuta,
to anticipate and accompany the
syncopates the mukhqd,while the lnbtila attempts
l ayakan.
. ,,_\
style) can also play an irnporBol bando(affective text elaboration in free-rhythmic
pure, original Lucknow stvle might have
tant part in the toui;rn $ru^ri. While the
technique predominates'
accorded more emphasis to bolban! than boibanraa,.tfr!!.tte1
forinstance,inthebandishlhumrispresentlysunqby.-|i.rjuMaharaj,Insuchlhumris,
the style is basically that of
while the tala remaii drut'Entdlratirer than ailaibit"6aitir,
distinct
Sorriewriters have regarded such thumris as a
the.standard bot baniti"tttl
sub-genre,irr.orpo.uti'g,astheydo.traitsofbothLucknowandBenareslhumrl
however' we cannot
,ryf.i tgujeayee'l9il; rr'n-pugi"uted-introduc'io"):,U-lllTately'
nineteenth century
the
in
was present
be quite certain as to *hat Jxtent bo1banao
bandishthumrt.
statements about bandishlhumri
In conclusion, it is diflicult to make delinitive
the classic period of that genre'
from
p.rror*urr.e styie, in the-absenceof recordings
iandishthumris tend to be sung in 6hola
that is, the nineteenth century. At present,
distinctive charm of bandishlhunnrls can
khaytstyle, emphu,i,i,,g virtuosic r.a3' 3t'i
compositions which can be found
still be savored, however, in the hundreds ofvintage
oiusio"ally sung' The melodic and
in published anthologies, and which are still
not
a study of them at-least as rewarding as' if
textual richness or ir,Ju. ,orrg,
-uk.s
compositions'
more so, than'an examinaiion of 6lwqathwat

